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1, Introduction 

The question of whether C-parity is conserved in electroma~etic 

interactions has been considerad by Bernstein, Feinberg, Lee and Christ' 

in canjunction with the CP-noninvariant decay of the Kl and the G- non- 

invariant decay of the n-meson, Berestetsky* proposed the production 

of a pair of identical neutral vector mesons from an electron-positron 

collision as a test of C-noninvariance in electromapetic interactions, 

He calculated the angular distribution as well as the total cross-section 

to the lowest order in a = l/137, 

All neutral vector particles which have been found are extremely 

shortlived and decay into other particles. The mesons which can be 

comparatively easily detected and analyzed by experiments are the p" 

which decays into a T+, in- with a branching ratio of nearly 1 and the 

(a0 which decays into a K +, K- with a branching ratio of about 38%3. 

In the present article, the decay correlations of the charged pions 

and kaons corresponding to Fig, 1 are calculated, These will be dis- 

cussed in Section II. The vector mesons can also be produced from C- 

invariant two-photons exchange diagrams as shawn in Fig. 2. The angular 

distributions of the p" and $O and the total cross-section corresponding to 

this diagram are calculated, They will be presented in Section III. 

II. The C-noninvariant 

Neutral Vector Meson Production 

The neutral vector masons may interact with photons indirectly 

through other fields or they rray directly couple to the photon. -The 

Lagrangian density for direct coupling may be written 
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(1) 

The neutral vector field $x satisfies the subsidiary condition ah +A = 0. 

It can be easily verified that the current Jll is conserved, aP JV = 0, and 

therefore, the interaction is gauge invariant:, AU is odd under charge 

conjugation transformation C, while JV is always even under C regardless 

of the C-parity of 4. Hence L is odd under C, i.e. C-nor&variant. One 

notes that the interaction (1) is not of the form of a "minimal" electro- 

magnetic interaction. 

Consider the matrix elemt<kl, Ed, k2, E* lJVi O> of the Heisenberg 

operator JP between the vacuum and two identical real neutral vector masons 

of four momenta kl, kz and four polarization vectors ~1, ~2. From invar- 

iance argumsnt the mast general parity-conserved vector current constructed 

from kl, kz, ~1, ~2 which is conserved and smtrical with respect to the 

interchange of the two meson variables can be shckJn to be. 

e 1, E2, k2, E2 IJJ o>= 
(2) 

= f(q2> (cl ' q Ezu + Ez ' q El,, ) - 2 f(q*) El ’ q E2 ’ q 4, 

where f(q2) is a scalar form factor of the invariant q2 s (kl + kzjU 

(kl + k2) P, which is just the sauare of the total energy of the colliding 

electron-positron pair in the C. M, system. It is to be noted that the 

current JU in Eq. (1) produces the same expression of the matrix element 

(2) in the lowest order perturbation theory except the.form factor f(q*). 

The production amplitude corresponding to Figure 1 is 
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M s-s+ 
(Cl ,E2>(2d464(p +p+-kl-k2), 

(3) 
s-st 2t 

S 

M (El,E2) = -efV (pt)(E1*&+E2*$ h -(p-) 

Note that the second term in (2) does not contribute because of the con- 

served electron current, 

The decay correlation is treated in the way of Gottfried and Jackson4-, 

and the helicity states of Jacob and Wicks are used, The helicity states 

are constructed as follows: For the 1st meson, take a set of right-handed 

local axes so that the 3rd axis is parallel to the space momentum vector 

kl of the neson, and the 1st axis parallel to plxkl, Let c!'), E:~), 

Et21 
1 

, Et3) be the four unit vectors along the time axis and along this 
1 

local space coordinate system, The rrvzon with helicities X1 = *l,O are 

described by the polarization vectors 

= (1/42)(E;‘) *ih(*)), for X1 = *l 
1 

Eh 
= k&,o) Gi3), for X1 =o 

P P 

where mP is the mass of the vector meson, Helicity states of the 2nd meson 

are constructed similarly, The production amplitude vt M with helicity x1 

for tie first meson and helicity X2 for the second meson is then obtained 

by putting El = EXl, E2 = Ex2 into (3): 

s-st hi vt 
A112 

=M (E 
Xl' EA*) 

(5) 

For definiteness, we first discuss p" pair production, The amnlitude 

for decay of the two pol s with helicities X1 and X2 into charged pions has 
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the form 

AXl(~I+)A~2(&+) = (&lo(-&+)e 
ML 1 

da20(%t)e 
i&&t 

where die is defined in-Ref. 5, and %+, %+, F2t,&+ are polar angles 

of the n"s which are defined in the production 

amplitude of the pions from definite 

appendix. The 0veMl.l 

initial-spins s-P+ is 

KS+ s St 
T = Z c M’ A (&+)Ah2(ii2+)* 

Xl = 0,*1 12 = 0,*1 x1x2 Xl 

l (2n)464(p++p_-kl-k2) 

(6) 

. 
and *e production pr&abili* pr unit space-tim3, after a=raglng the 

initial spins, is 

W=tszs IT S'St~2,~d'x 
-' t 

(7) = c 
Al ,x2 

pA~X2X;X;Aa1 
tiilt)A,2tii,t)A,i(it)A~~(~2t)g 

l (2n)464(P_+pt-kl-k2) 

where p is the density r&rix 

v+ KS+ 3% 
hlA2h:X: = ks”, MAlx,%:A;) -t 
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and obeys the s-try relations 

P&d = (PC&&)" = t-1) atb-c-d 
'-a,-b,-c,-d, 

(9) 

P-&c&,ed = !+&+,e’) 

The differential cross-section for observing the 1st p" within dsll, the 

nit within dzl+ and the 7~~' within a2+ is, in the C. M. frwq 

da = 

= G& ala2;;X; P~l~2~;i;A,l(n;,)A,2(;i2+)’ (10) 

*A &+)A 1(ii;t)dR~dc~~d6~+ 
Xl a2 

with S = $- being the statistics factor due to the presence of two . 
identical finalbosons. 

Putting (4) into (91, it is found by directly evaluating the traces 

and neglecting m in the numerators that 

PO101 
e*f* Js* *Ep = &~~~l+cos*el) 

0 
(11) 

Polo-1 
e2f2 k2 E2 

= 9100-l = -plool = - 4qy- m -4-- sin201 
P 

All other terns not given by the s-try relations (9) are zero. The 

differential cross-section (10) becomes by mans of (111, - 
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da = (9/8)(4~)'2af2~3~;6Gdaldii1+d~2+, 

G= 2(sin2ijl+cos2%2t+sin?Y2tcos2~~+)cos2el (12) 

t2sin2el(sini,~c~~2tsin~l++cos~l,sin~2,s~X+)~ a = l/137 

Integration of (12) gives the differential and total cross-section of p" pair 

production 
do = e2f2~3E(32n2m~)-1(l+cos2el)dnl ) 

(13) 
u = (2/3)af2nr2k3E PA 

The differential and total cross-sections in (13) have been 

checked separately by invariant summation of the polarization states of 

the p"-mesons without evaluating the density matrix in the way to be 

described in the following section. 

If $O pair production and the K'K- decay mode is observed, &and mp 

in (12) and (13) shall be the corresponding value for the (b"-meson, f(q*> 

shall be the form factor of the $"-rreson, and the branching ratio ($O+K++K-)/ 

(+O+all) should be multiplied to the rig&t side of (12) and (13). 

IV. The C-invariant Process 

The neutral vector meson production can 

process such as shm in Fig. 2, The matrix 

2 andits exchange diagramis 

occur through the C-invariant 

element corresponding to Fig. 

M = e*T(p,)v 
ti.=& +m 7 

VU ~~p--kl)L-mn~u(P-)$$' + (kl*k2) (14) 

In the above expression, v,u(= 0,1,2,3) are the invariant polarization 

indices of the mesons with momenta kl, k2 respectively, and y the two- 
PY 

particle coupling constant between p" -meson and photon which has been 
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shwn by Gell-Mann and Za&ariasex$ and Dashen and Sharp7 to be related to the 

pm coupling constant yp by 

yPY 
= em~(2ypF1 (15) 

In calculating the cross-section, the sumration over the mzson polariza- 

tion states is given by the invariant sunurwtion: 

c klYkl”’ 

pal. 

IMvu 1 2 = blvuM& ( m* H -gvvl l 

k2pk2U’ 

mi 
> -guu t 

P 

Averaging over the initial electron positron spins gives, 

+ c c IMvJ2 = 
spin pol. 

= 1 eYPY 

4 x 

“1+ ,- +.- 
A12 A2 

4m2 rni XT 1 
2 

3x2 xp 

(16) 

(17) 

where x1 = (pN-kl)*, x2 = (p--k2)* and the electron mx~s m has been 

nepJected, except the factor 1/4m*, 



The traces in (17) are 

doing angular i.ntegzWions, 
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evaluated directly, and for the convenience of 

theyare expressed in terns of x1, x2: 

Ai = 2~4~(E2+$)~t(5/2-8E2m;2)x~ 

+(E2tk~)~2<t(2m~)-1$!, i = 1,2, WV (18) 

Al2 = 48m~E2+64m~*E4~-4E2~*m~'+sin2~~x~x~ 
P 

The total crc6s section is 

a = /y 
&2nPS* 

v -v-I E+E- 

c c /MV11j264(pt+p--kl-k2) 
d3Ll d3L2 

spin pal, 2Wl c2d3 2w*(2n)3 

(19) 

= (1/288)ra4~4(1-4~*)(l-~*)* l 

where u = mm/m 
P’ B 

= k/E, I' = decay width of p+n+tn-. In the above 

expmsion, we have related yp to the decay width r by 

r = (12n)'1y2~2(l-4~2)*(l-~2)m (20) 
P P 

The angular distribution of P”S is given by (17) dnd is energy-dependent 

and more complicated than in (13). Near the threshold the ~'15 are isotropic, while 

in the very hi@ energy region, they tend to peak in both forward and 
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backward directions. 

For the production of #0-nreson pairs, and the observation of the K'K- 

decay mde, in Eq. (191, P = I</rn$, k = magnitude.of +"-mason space 

RKXnentum,and r = decay widtfi of $O+K'tK-, 

IV. Discussion 

Except for the unknown form factor f(q'), the C-nonitivariant total cross- 

section (13) increases rrrpidly with the energy, while the C-invariant 

total cross-section (19) increases very slowly with respect to energy. 

Thus, it seen-s that high energy beams favor the detection of C-noninvariant 

process. If only one of the diagrams Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 dominates, tiey can 

be c%stinguished by looking at the angular distribution of pO(or$O)-msons. 

The interference term between Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 does not contribute, 

because the electron positron states in Fig, 1 always have charge parity 

-1,while those in Fig. 2 have charge parity+l,therefore,theproducts 

of these two amplitudes are always zero. 

Some numerical values of the total cross-section for different total 

energies are given inTable I. For the C-noninvariant processes, we write 

Cf(qW2 (4nP1 = aEp(q2) ";;" for the ppy-vertex and at+(qz)$4 for the 

@y-Vertex, whered iS the fine StrUCtion constant, E(q*) is dh%SiOnleSS, 

and may be arbitrarily defined as the degree of C-violation. In Table I, 
. 

lzhe Mt1o ulr '% 
are calculated for E = 10m4. For other values of E, the 

numerical numbers should be multiplied by 104c. The follawing experimental 

nu&ers have been used in this calculation: m = 765 mav, m 
P 4 

= 1020 mev, 

r(p%+t~'> = 124 mav, r(#"+Kt+K-) = 3.3 x 30% = 1 meA The smallness of 
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the mtio 02v(et~-~2po)/~2r(ec+e-+200) is due to the big difference in 

the experhntal values of T(p"wt~') and r(~04++K-l. 
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Appendix, Glossary of Symbols 

pt, p-, kl, k2, 

9 = kltk;!, c& = “‘1+ w2 

four mmznta of the positron, elem, 

1st and 2nd vector msons respectively. 

energies andspace nrxllenta of these 

IEsons 

kl = $1, k 2= 1&t 

E +' E-9 2s 5.9 v+, v- energies, mta and velocities of 
--v-JAW% 

the positrcm and electron. 

Et =E = Wl = 02 = E, kl = k2 = k in C. M. frame 

Ql solid angle of first meson 

'i 

“l+, T2 
t 

angle between k. and p,, i = 1, 2 
rib w 

the positive pions decay products from 

the lstand2ndmjsons respectively. 

St, So 

El, E2 

Xl, X2(=0,*1) 

spin of the positron and electron 

respectively. 

fo~polarization vectors of the 1st 

and 2ndmzwns,c =I2 =- 
1iJ YlJ 2P c211 

1 

helicities of the 1st and 2nd TIWOIIS. 



E(o>, p, E(2>, c(3) 
i i i i 

masses of electron, pion, kaon, PO- 

-mwn and 4°-reson, 

four mutually orthogonal unit vectors 

alohg the time and space ases with 

@Ilk ,(I)1 Ip x k., and $), 
i A'A 22 - 2i 

E(2>, E(3) 
i& /@g 

form a ri&t handed system, 

i = 1, 2. 

the polar angles of the TI+ in the rest 
i 

frame of the ith-mzsons with the polar 

axis parallel to E!~) and the first 

A(l) axis parallel to E. . 
AZ 



2E(total C. M, energy) (Bev) 3 6 10 15 20 

103*m (e++e52p0) (cm21 2Y .65 ,87 1.03 1.14 1.2: 

1035x021(et+e~~2~0+2Ktt~K-) (~$1 3 4.1 5.2 5.6 6.1 

10~5c31y(e++e~+2po) 
02y(e++e'-+2p0) .'+8 7.,3 50 234 710 

~ly(et+e-~200~2Kt+2K-) 

02y(et+e-~2~0+2Kt+2K-) 
1 25 180 830 2500 

Table I, Total cross-sections for different beam energies, The radios 

% ‘*2y are evaluated for c = 10a4. For other values of c, a factor 104~ 

should be mltiplied to the nmbers, 



CAFI'ION 

Fig. 1. C-noninvariant neutral vector mson pair production, 

Fig. 2 C-invariantneutralvectormon pair production. 
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Fig. 2 


